Bowen announces start of re-election campaign

N. I. Student Administration uncertain about calendar

by John Shaughnessy
Staff Reporter
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world briefs

TRENTON, N.J. — Karen Anne Quinlan's parents appealed the court decision yesterday of Superior Court Judge Robert Muir Jr., to keep Miss Quinlan plugged into the respirator that is keeping her alive. They went to the legal authority to let their daughter, who is in "chronic vegetative state" and a coma, die.

MINOLEA, N.Y. — The Nassau County medical examiner ruled Monday that the death of 16-year-old Maryjane Dahl, who was declared dead under homicide rules, was a mercy death. Judge Robert Muir Jr., ordered the plug pulled on Miss Quinlan's respirator.

The county-wide zoning ordinance proposed by the St. Joseph County Plan Commission will be one of the topics on the agenda of a five session conference on Zoning and Constitutional Rights. The conference is planned by the Center for Civil Rights of the University of Notre Dame and the South Bend League of Women Voters will run from Nov. 9 through March 10, in the Center for Continuing Education.

Sanchez named
St. Night Editor

Dan Sanchez has been named to the Observer Editorial Board as Senior Night Editor. Sanchez, a junior Government and Economics major from San Antonio, Texas, has been on the Observer production staff in three years. This year he served as Thursday night editor. Sanchez's appointment is effective immediately.

Third meeting in series

Conference to discuss zoning issue

The constitution: Private Rights and the Public Interest.

It is made possible through a matching grant from the Indiana Humanities Committee in Cooperation with the National Endowment for the Humanities.

INTERVIEWERS NEEDED

Westat, Inc. is interested in hiring interviewers for the St. Joseph County Housing Study. The job involves conducting personal interviews with households throughout the county. The following qualifications are required:

-Must be available a minimum of 25 hours per week including evenings and weekends;
-Must have access to a car; and, while interviewing;
-Must be available for a six month period beginning the first of the year.

The pay is $3.50 per hour plus travel allowance.

If interested, call Interviewer Information at 233-4102.

Westat, Inc.
1843 Commerce Drive South Bend, IN 46628

A GIFT OF DISTINCTION FOR CHRISTMAS OR FOR ANY OTHER SPECIAL OCCASION -- FAMILY, ALUMNI, OR SWEETHEARTS.

These Famous College Paintings . . . a list of 1500 to choose from!

NOTRE DAME & SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE MIRROR NOW ON DISPLAY AT THE UNICORN

BY GARY JERELD Davenport

PHOTOGRAPHED IN DAVENPORT, IOWA.
Students to lobby for lower drinking age

The senior class officers announced last Thursday this year's class trip will be to the Bahamas. The trip is scheduled for spring break, March 13-20.

"We chose the area," treasurer, Pat Dore said, "and the Bahamas offers something for everyone to do."

"This year we do not have the opportunity to go to California for the USC game," he added.

The timing was poor for the other two games that were at any great distance away, he said. "The Air Force game in October was too early and the Miami game this weekend is too close to Thanksgiving," he noted.

Seniors to lobby for lower drinking age

Students greater control over service fees, support of the legislation which would give reduced to $700 while Bertas credited to their accounts.

Stu-dents g re a ter co n tro l over ser vic e fees, su p p o rt of the le g isla tio n  w hich would give reduced to $700 while Bertas books and a passage of landlord-removal of the sales tax on text

"We do not want to give the impression that we have not been collecting for the athletic fund from students who did not request refunds will have the money personally to the students in the form of cash or checks."

"I hope the students will be refunded all the money they are owed," Bertas stated.

"The rebate will be applied to the first floor of LaFortune between noon and 3 p.m. until Thanksgiving break."

Stu-dents g re a ter co n tro l over ser vic e fees, su p p o rt of the le g isla tio n  w hich would give reduced to $700 while Bertas books and a passage of landlord-removal of the sales tax on text

There is a non-refundable deposit of $285 is due before Dec. 12, the Friday before final exams. Final payments must be paid by Jan. 20, 1976.

"We have received some complaints about the price," Dore said. "We have received some complaints about the price."

"The rebate will be applied to the first floor of LaFortune between noon and 3 p.m. until Thanksgiving break."

Notre Dame and St. Mary's, should define the responsibilities and priorities were also established.

The ISA was formed in August, 1974, by several state-supported universities that wanted to coordinate their student governm ents' lobbying efforts. At that time, its legislative priorities were also established.
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The ISA has also received a commitment from the legislature that the tuition for state schools' will not be increased. "We lobbied successfully for a bill which added a voting member to each of the Indiana, Ball State, Indiana State and Purdue Universities' boards of trustees."
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THE POSTER PLACE

100 11x17 POSTERS only $10.00

insty-prints

203 N. MAIN ST.

SOUTH BEND 289-6977

CONTINENTAL'S COLORADO FROM ONLY

$132.52*

You've got to skit to believe it.

THE WHITE HOUSE INN

8 MI. N. OF STATE LINE

TAKE 31 TO NILES THEN NORTH ON 513 MILES. 683-9842

3 REASONS TO GO GREYHOUND TO CHICAGO

1) New reduced fare $4.70 one-way $9.40 round-trip

2) Leaves from Main Circle every Friday at 5:45

Tickets sold at circle-call before every Friday to assure yourself a seat.

3) Thanksgiving bus—leaves Tuesday Nov. 25 at 5:45 from Main Circle—stops at 95th & Dan Ryan and Downtown only—call Sunday Nov. 23 to make reservations—assure yourself a seat.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL TOM 8338
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Never Again

Dear Editor:

In keeping with the principles of humanism, liberalism, and understanding upon which this University justifies its existence, I urge The Observer and Notre Dame College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and completely as possible. Editorial opinion is that of a majority of the Editorial Board. Comment represents the views of the individual writers. Opinions, cartoons and regular columns express the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community, and letters are encouraged to promote the free expression of varying opinions on campus.

Editorials: 353-1715 News: 283-9461 Business: 283-7471
Business Manager: Tom Medjian Advertising Manager: Tom Whelan

Tuesday, November 18, 1975

P.O. Box Q

Band Defended

Dear Editor:

In response to the Notre Dame band and the cheerleading squad, I find Mr. Grady’s statements vicious and unfounded. First of all, our cheerleaders are not inadequate, they are probably the most photogenic group on campus. Moreover, our marching band has over 100 years of experience—and you question their adequacy. It seems that your letter is more of an attack on N.D. as an institution than on the "side-show" provided. It should be stressed that Notre Dame tradition and to break this tradition is to destroy the essence of Notre Dame. Obviously our cheerleaders cannot change their cheers. To bring about change would usually lead to the levelling display of sexually oriented humor. It seems that if you want it the arousal of your sex drive you can achieve that in C. You have obviously forgotten that the alumni in the stands came to see cheers of yesteryear.

Moreover, what more joy could an alumni of the band have than to hear the same three songs he played decades ago? To abandon the high school routine would lead to a scholastic pedestrian body. How could we cope with the inconsistencies of a creative and stimulating cheerleading squad and band with a structured and regimented school? To arrange a fervor would be inconsistent with the boredom that is an integral part of N.D. and South Bend. After all, this is not a liberating state school—but more a "finishing school". To give the alumni the idea that it is otherwise would undoubtedly end with the downward spiral of financial contribution to this fine institution.

Michael J. Grossman

Medic's Ethics

Dear Editor:

For years all I've wanted was to become a good, Catholic doctor. I came to N.D. seeking an education that would prepare me both scientifically and morally for that goal. Because of recent articles

about unethical tactics on the part of some premeds, I have become discouraged from medicalizing in N.D.

I seem to have two alternatives: i. take what grades I can honestly earn (while others cheat and get higher grades) then take my chances with medical school admission. ii. cheat myself (I would probably get away with it) and thus insure my medical school admission. What a choice! I had hoped (in vain) that all of college ND would offer me a better choice. What happened to our nationally famous Catholic education? Am I to assume we have left our Catholic ethics in Sacred Heart church and lock them out of our classrooms and laboratories? N.D. is a nationally recognized prep school. We definitely have a good program scientifically, but how produce good future doctors? It's time to take a stand and put more emphasis on ethics than grades. Maybe the other schools will follow our example, maybe not. So what? Being Catholic has almost always meant being different from the crowd, why should it be different now?

Joseph G. Viviano
Class of '79

Crime Wave

Stan Walker

opinion

Food Co-op Apologia

Tom Fitzgerald

The success of any student service venture is determined by the extent to which the students support the service offered. The failure of Student Government to start a food coop would result in a number of complaints, one of these being, 'Why spend so much money?" Certainly, there were other factors; timing problems, poor organization and a lack of publicity helped foster the lack of student interest.

The problems started when Steve Shanks proposed his original plan. Steve had hoped for 2000 memberships, unfortunately, even at this early point, student response was weak and only 500 students signed up.

This initial problem was compounded when Steve could not stay on his job over the summer because of a commitment to the Air Force which had to be honored. At this point, I talked to Ed Byrne and told him that I would try to pick up the pieces that Steve left behind. Stan Cardenas and I proceeded to acquire as much information as we could concerning coops. The first problem we discovered was that the coop that Steve planned would result in insufficient capital. To the average person this sounds inconsequential, but to anyone who has a knowledge of coops, adequate capital is absolutely necessary for a successful coop. Steve's plan of "five dollars in the spring or ten dollars in the fall" would not have supplied the capital needed for his coop. Also, this marketing approach, should not be used to start a coop. The first members of a coop should not be offered a better deal than subsequent members.

Staz, Ed and myself decided not to run a registration drive that was doomed to failure from the start. We started working on a realistic plan that would be successful if students really wanted a coop.

Our first problem was to decide on a membership fee that was both adequate and equitable. We then needed to find the correct type of coop for the Notre Dame Community. We decided on a per household fee of $25 which we felt would insure the needed capital while remaining equitable.

One point that I don't believe The Observer gave adequate attention to was that the membership fee was redeemable as the student graduated. This was a major factor that led to apathy on the part of students. Some people thought this was too high. Even the Observer editorial said they failed to present an inexpensive coop. Steve Shanks' Coop would have cost a 4 member household $29.00 at the reduced rate. A regular membership fee of $10.00 should have resulted in a $40.00 fee per household but many students attempted to circumvent this cost last spring by purchasing one membership per household.

Another point put to me several times was, "How about a price list for your coop?" The correct way to run a coop is to ask the membership what products they desire and then use their collective buying power to make bulk purchases of these goods at reduced rates. The member should understand that in the long run the coop will save him/her money.

We believe that the direct charge coop would be the best coop for the Notre Dame Community, it would sell items at cost and meet its expenses through a weekly service charge. This type of coop would insure the stabilization of the operation of the Coop, the lowest prices possible for the food.

The Coop will be resurrected when students, faculty and administrators get together long enough to organize one. The Coop need not be large, a small coop sometimes referred to as a "buying club" can begin operations with as few as fifteen families. Arlene Marravsky has started four such coops and believes the plan feasible for Notre Dame. Unfortunately, nobody knows about Arlene's expertise because The Observer never mentioned it. If you are interested in having such a coop, please let us know. We think we've learned from our mistakes, and we'd like to try again.
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friday's blues

There is probably nothing I care or dare to say about the Midwest Blues Festival IV that could do it justice. Any attempt to evaluate the going on of Friday and Saturday nights' performances is marred by: my lack of familiarity with most of the performers; my refusal to take obserent notes; my total out-of-control condition by the mid-point of each evening; and by just being buried alive, bunking in the beauty that is the blues. However, rather than leave a gaping white hole in the features page...leave a gaping white hole in the features that is the blues However, rather than perform ers; my refusal to take coherent b y: my lack of fam iliarity with most of the all of the above. Yes. Enter­ting, versatil e, oh, yes. Not only your standard 12-bar bluesmen, but superstars such as Albert King, an old-time boogie-woogie piano player, and the last of the great black string bands. And all for a patry sum of five dollars.

Blind John Davis opened Friday's festivities. He played boogie-woogie piano, sang a little bit, and was surely the finest commentator to be found furing the whole affair. He possesses the meanest, most low-down, and most engaging laugh I've ever heard.

He performed about ten tunes and punctuated each with a devious cackle: "I'm gonna tell you a little story, heh, heh, yea!" and "wish I could shimmy, ha, ha, like my sister Kate." His attitude toward potential critics was magnificent. "If you like this, tell me; if you don't, forget it, but I'm gonna enjoy it anyway!"

His music was mostly basic piano boogie but he also played a bit of the 12-bar blues and a few standards such as "Summertime," which featured alternately his hand picking piano with a few trilled fills. Although John played the blues it was never a downer, due to the optimistic ring of his voice and his piano. In short, he was superb.

Fenton Robinson was next, making a successful return engagement from his appearance here last year. Stumbling into Stepan after intermission, I could not help but behold how his guitar riffs rippled through the entire auditorium, bathing the structure and deliberation than the other attendees. His rendition of a song that has become synonymous with his nam e, "Born Under a Bad Sign." Perhaps the most striking thing I remember about Fenton was a comment made by one of the festival's coordinators; trying to name the best performer of the night. "Otis Rush was great, but Fenton's was even better!"

More old-time music was provided by the Big Walter Horton Band. His show was basically Walter wailing away on his harp complemented by Big Guitar Ray, m.e. and electric, as-string extraordinaire. Again, standard blues was the motif: "Blueberry Hill," "You Know I Love You," "Don't Get Around Much Anymore." Perhaps the most important thing about this band, and this applies to Fenton Robinson to some extent, is that 30 years ago, they were probably playing the same songs, same licks, same style. It is these men who are the real bearers of the blues tradition.

Otis Rush wrapped up Friday night's festivities. The great guitarist added a lit­tle of the contemporary to the evening. He and his band played with a little more structure and deliberation than the other groups without sacrificing one iota of feeling. Otis, ever the showman, even dabbled in some back-of-the-neck guitar needling without missing a note. Even as the clock moved toward one the band had people dancing in the wings, as worn as everyone was. He closed his set and the evening with Muddy Water's "Got My Mojo Working" and that he did.

saturday's blues

The evening opened with Martin, Bogan, and the Armstrongs, the self-proclaimed "last of the great string bands," who have not been good for the blues in a while. Nevertheless, the sound was magnif­icent; "I'm gonna tell you a little story, heh, heh, yea!" and "wish I could shimmy, ha, ha, like my sister Kate." His attitude toward potential critics was magnificent. "If you like this, tell me; if you don't, forget it, but I'm gonna enjoy it anyway!"

The only bummer of the evening was the band's exit from stage after only one encore with the audience begging for more. "Son, that was a solid band, who brought the best in blues-based music today. Blessed with a fine sax player and guitarist, the band rocked and shuffled their way through their set. Basically everything you want in a band, and extremely impressive considering they have not been together for a long time. Albert King closed the night and the festival. My recollections are fond but few..." is how the paper ended. No way, I could not make a dent out my notes, it could not even make a dentable to get a handwriting specialist to sort it out. I spoke with a few of the festival's coordinators, trying to name the best performer of the night. "Otis Rush was great, but Fenton's was even better!"

"More old-time music was provided by the Big Walter Horton Band. His show was basically Walter wailing away on his harp..."

Saturday night was even following the Friday performances, was climac­tic.

The only bummer of the evening was the band's exit from stage after only one encore with the audience begging for more. "Son, that was a solid band, who brought the best in blues-based music today. Blessed with a fine sax player and guitarist, the band rocked and shuffled their way through their set. Basically everything you want in a band, and extremely impressive considering they have not been together for a long time. Albert King closed the night and the festival. My recollections are fond but few..." is how the paper ended. No way, I could not make a dent out my notes, it could not even make a dent..."
Would a Two-Year Scholarship Worth Up to $10,000 Interest You?

An Opportunity for 450 Highly Qualified Sophomores

If you’re the kind of person we’re looking for, you’ve already started to think about what you’d like to do after graduation. If a scholarship leading to a career as an Officer in the U.S. Navy appeals to you, you’ll find this message well worth reading.

Two-Year Full Scholarships

The opportunity is very attractive. If you’re selected, we’ll provide full tuition during your Junior and Senior years, pay for your books and educational fees, and give you $100 a month for 10 months each year to help cover your living expenses.

There are two different programs you can apply for. The first is the Nuclear Propulsion Candidate Scholarship Program (NPCS). To qualify, you must have one semester each of calculus and physics (or two semesters of calculus) and have a B-minus average or better. It is open to men only.

The other program is the Two-year NROTC Scholarship Program. The only difference in the qualifications is that you must have a C average (2.3 out of 4.0) or better. It is open to men and women.

For both programs, you’ll need to pass Navy qualification tests. And, quite frankly, it will help if your major is math, physical science, or engineering.

The Curriculum

After you’re accepted, you begin with six weeks of training next summer at the Naval Science Institute at Newport, R.I. During your final two years of college, you take several required courses in math, physics, and Naval Science. You also go on a summer cruise prior to your Senior year. (Of course, you’re paid for all your summer duty.)

A Challenging Job

Upon graduation, you are commissioned as an Officer in the U.S. Navy. And from then on your career can take you anywhere in the world, in a variety of fulfilling jobs.

Those who apply for the NPCS Program have a particular challenge ahead of them: The Navy’s Nuclear Power Program. Not everyone who applies makes it: the men in charge of more than two thirds of our country’s nuclear reactors must be a very special breed. Final acceptance into the Navy’s Nuclear Power Program is determined during your Senior year after an interview in Washington with the Director, Division of Naval Reactors.

A two-year scholarship worth up to $10,000. A unique opportunity to serve as an Officer in the U.S. Navy. You’ll want to act now. The deadline for acceptance is May 1, 1976 — and once the quotas are filled, you’ll have lost your chance to earn yourself a scholarship.

If you think you’ve got what it takes to qualify, fill out and mail the coupon below, contact either your local Naval Recruiting District or the Professor of Naval Science on your campus, or call 800-841-8000, toll-free, anytime.

The Navy

MAIL TO: Capt. H.C. Atwood, Jr., U.S. Navy
NAVY OPPORTUNITY INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000
Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803

Dear Sir:
I am a College Sophomore. Please send me more information on the two-year scholarships available. I am interested primarily in:
□ Two-year NROTC Scholarship Programs (including nuclear option). (OK)
□ General NROTC information. (OT)

NAME (Print). __________________________
STREET __________________________________________________________
CITY_________ ZIP__________ STATE
DATE OF BIRTH ____________
PHONE ( ______ ) ________

□ I don’t want to wait. Call me at the number above. (OK)

[Signature]

[Stamp]
The University of Notre Dame has received title to the house and adjoining property formerly owned by Mr. and Mrs. Judd.

**Extra Points**

(continued from page 8)

Sunday afternoon the players voted the bid down, a thing that has not happened since the 1971 Notre Dame football team snuffed a Gator Bowl bid.

Many of the coaches thought it was bad etiquette on the players’ part. The Notre Dame fans would be an honor for Notre Dame to go to the Cotton Bowl. It would also mark a championship for Notre Dame, the dreams of stopping such a defense. If Texas A&M does not go to the Cotton Bowl, it would also mark a chance for the Irish to redeem themselves from the Pitt loss. The feeling is that Texas A&M, a team with a staff plans to double its size. It is a matter of stopping such a defense. If Texas A&M does not go to the Cotton Bowl, it would also mark a chance for the Irish to redeem themselves from the Pitt loss. The feeling is that Texas A&M, a team with a staff plans to double its size. It is a matter of stopping such a defense.

Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, C.S.C., executive vice president of the University, said the transfer of the property to the University involved a “substantial benefaction” on the part of the Leightons, who have moved to a townhouse in the North Shore Woods area of South Bend.

Leighton is chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Leightons. He is a director of the Notre Dame Art Gallery in 1973. He and his wife, Mary Lou, have been active in South Bend civic, charitable and cultural affairs for several years.

Mrs. Leighton has for the past decade been president of the board of the South Bend Symphony Orchestra Association.

Leighton was appointed to Notre Dame’s Advisory Council for the College of Business Administration in 1963. His wife was appointed to the board of the Notre Dame Art Gallery in 1973.

Father Joyce said the University has several uses of the property under consideration and are planning to add photographs in the next issue. I’m in a precarious situation, because I’ve had to edit a lot of the material, but reaction thus far has been really good.” Among the other newspapers are Farley’s Follies and Green-Phillips’ Provocative Press.

---

**AEROSMITH**

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS **KANSAS**

and **TED NUGENT AND THE AMBOY DUKES**

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20 7:30 P.M.

NOTRE DAME ACC

**PEACH TREE**

**DINING ROOM**

RANDALL’S INN

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

FRIED CHICKEN

MASHED POTATOES-SALAD-HOT BISCUITS

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$2.70

WITH THIS COUPON:

5 CENTS OFF BEER (WITH DINNER)

---

**CLASSIFIED ADS**

**WANTED**

Baby-sitter Housekeeper wanted 6-8 hours on weekdays. Must be willing to care for sleeping children and house cleaning duties. Call Rev. Edm und P. Joyce, C.S.C., on weekdays between 5 p.m. and 10 p.m. or next day.

---

**FOR RENT**

Lost: Navy Blue sky jacket.
Possibly contains SMC school ring.
Electric, day date. Black band.
Lost: A silver watch, Timex.
Lost: 1 silver ring, shaped like a heart.
Possibly contains SMC school ring.
Would like to find lost property, call 289-8933 after 5.
---

**NOTICES**

Student Govt. T Shirt Agency for top quality plus low prices on T-shirts, logo's, flannels, or designs.
Dye and screen sets ideal for everyone. At Pandora’s Books, 937 S B. Ave.

---

**LOST & FOUND**

Lost: $20 bill
to 3 rooms.
---

**WINTER SPECIALS**

DISC OR DRUM $59.95

INCLUDES:

Premium Bendix brake linings (4 wheels), turn drums, rebuild wheel cylinders, air line for perfect drum contact, full alignment of American cars only.
Complete Guarantee

---

**NATIONAL BRAKE SERVICE INC.**

Industrial & automotive drum and disc specialists

23134 Lincolnway West

Phone 232-8221

1 block west of airport entrance, South Bend

CALL NOW FOR FREE INSPECTION

---

**BEER (WITH DINNER)!**

WITH THIS COUPON:

* ALL YOU CAN EAT


A course of action, Air Force Retro (if you got two academic years remaining in school immediately) look into our AFR/RTC programs. It’s one way of planning for a good future: Get all the details today. Contact Carl at 291 Marine St., South Bend, 261-6635.


---

**LOST & FOUND**

Lost: Silver ring
Lost: 1 silver ring, shaped like a heart.
Lost: A silver watch, Timex.
Lost: A silver ring, shaped like a heart.
---

**NOTICES**

Student Govt. T-Shirt Agency for top quality plus low prices on T-shirts.
Logo's, flannel's or design's.
Dye and screen sets ideal for everyone. At Pandora's Books, 937 S B. Ave.

---

**LOST & FOUND**

Lost: Silver ring
Lost: 1 silver ring, shaped like a heart.
---

**WINTER SPECIALS**

DISC OR DRUM $59.95

INCLUDES:

Premium Bendix brake linings (4 wheels), turn drums, rebuild wheel cylinders, air line for perfect drum contact, full alignment of American cars only.
Complete Guarantee

---

**NATIONAL BRAKE SERVICE INC.**

Industrial & automotive drum and disc specialists

23134 Lincolnway West

Phone 232-8221

1 block west of airport entrance, South Bend

CALL NOW FOR FREE INSPECTION

---

**BEER (WITH DINNER)!**

WITH THIS COUPON:

* ALL YOU CAN EAT


A course of action, Air Force Retro (if you got two academic years remaining in school immediately) look into our AFR/RTC programs. It’s one way of planning for a good future: Get all the details today. Contact Carl at 291 Marine St., South Bend, 261-6635.


---

**LOST & FOUND**

Lost: Silver ring
Lost: 1 silver ring, shaped like a heart.
Lost: A silver watch, Timex.
Lost: A silver ring, shaped like a heart.
---

**NOTICES**

Student Govt. T-Shirt Agency for top quality plus low prices on T-shirts.
Logo's, flannel's or design's.
Dye and screen sets ideal for everyone. At Pandora's Books, 937 S B. Ave.

---

**LOST & FOUND**

Lost: Silver ring
Lost: 1 silver ring, shaped like a heart.
---

**WINTER SPECIALS**

DISC OR DRUM $59.95

INCLUDES:

Premium Bendix brake linings (4 wheels), turn drums, rebuild wheel cylinders, air line for perfect drum contact, full alignment of American cars only.
Complete Guarantee

---

**NATIONAL BRAKE SERVICE INC.**

Industrial & automotive drum and disc specialists

23134 Lincolnway West

Phone 232-8221

1 block west of airport entrance, South Bend

CALL NOW FOR FREE INSPECTION

---

**BEER (WITH DINNER)!**

WITH THIS COUPON:

* ALL YOU CAN EAT


A course of action, Air Force Retro (if you got two academic years remaining in school immediately) look into our AFR/RTC programs. It’s one way of planning for a good future: Get all the details today. Contact Carl at 291 Marine St., South Bend, 261-6635.


---

**LOST & FOUND**

Lost: Silver ring
Lost: 1 silver ring, shaped like a heart.
Lost: A silver watch, Timex.
Lost: A silver ring, shaped like a heart.
---

**NOTICES**

Student Govt. T-Shirt Agency for top quality plus low prices on T-shirts.
Logo's, flannel's or design's.
Dye and screen sets ideal for everyone. At Pandora's Books, 937 S B. Ave.

---

**LOST & FOUND**

Lost: Silver ring
Lost: 1 silver ring, shaped like a heart.
Bear, Big Eight feud over bowl games...

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer

The Alabama-Penn State Sugar Bowl matchup, reported by The Associated Press earlier this week, was confirmed Monday with a phone call to Tom Osborne and Oklahoma Coach Barry Switzer, who had already cooperated him for bypassing their teams both ranked above Penn State.

With the Alabama-Penn State playoff set for New Orleans' Superdome and West Virginia State versus North Carolina State in the Peach Bowl, the Oklahoma-Penn State game was pitted Monday to remain in the 11 major postseason college football picture.

The Tangerine Bowl needs on invite to be sixth-ranked Miami of Ohio.

The bowl lineup looks like this:

- Rose Bowl, Jan. 1: Big Ten champion vs. Pac-8 champion (Illinois or Purdue vs. UCLA, California or Stanford).
- Orange Bowl, Jan. 1: Nebraska vs. Alabama (UCLA, California or Stanford).
- Cotton Bowl, Dec. 29: Texas vs. Southern California.
- Gator Bowl, Dec. 29: Florida vs. Mississippi State.
- Tangerine Bowl, Dec. 29: Western Michigan vs. Penn State (Arizona State or Arizona) vs. Nebraska-Oklahoma loser, although the Nebraska team

...meanwhile, Irish reject bid for Cotton Bowl appearance

The Notre Dame football team voted Sunday to turn down a Cotton Bowl bid according to school officials.

"We had a Cotton Bowl bid before the Pittsburgh game," said Athletic Director Edward "Moon" Krause. "If we had won, we would have gone." The Irish bowed to the Panthers 24-16 Saturday afternoon, their third loss of the season.

In a Sunday afternoon rally, the vote was split exactly even on whether to go or not. The decision was then placed in the hands of the regulars who would be making the trip, and they determined by a vote of 27-26 to turn down the invitation.

"Our philosophy is that if we have a representative team we will go," said Krause. "Since we lost the game, we felt we were not representative.

Georgia was subsequently offered the Cotton Bowl bid, which they accepted. They will meet either Texas A&M, Texas or Arkansas on New Year's Day.

ND basketball team to scrimmage Sunday

The 1975 Fighting Irish Basketball Team will compete in an intra-squad scrimmage for charity on Sunday, November 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the Athletic and Convocation Center.

The admission to the charity game will be 50 cents, and the proceeds will go to the Irish-Catholic Student Community. The program offers tuition help to elementary school students in the South Bend Community.

The game will give everyone a preview of the 1975-76 Fighting Irish basketball team. It is the fifth consecutive year for the basketball team to play a scrimmage for charity.

Ticket exchange being sponsored

Since a large number of Notre Dame-Saint Mary's students are leaving the campus for the Thanksgiving vacation, the Neighborhood Study Help Tutoring Program, with the support of head coach Digger Phelps and ticket manager Michael Buncy, will sponsor a ticket exchange for those who do wish to keep their tickets. The exchange will be available on Friday, November 27 and Saturday, November 28 against Kent State.

The tickets will be distributed to students from the schools and centers in the South Bend Community involved in the volunteer tutoring effort, as well as others in dormitories and Saint Mary's Volunteer's service.

If you would like to donate your ticket, you can do so when you pick up your season ticket Monday-Friday, from 9:00-4:30 at either the office of the ACC.

At Wholesale Prices

By Appointment

234-8613